Introduction law, Art. 9 of 27). Hence, the area of public procurement is the sphere of the 1 -sity of Zielona Góra. 
A rt ic le s A r t ic le s
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Range of Social Clauses Use in Public Procurement
As shown in the preamble of the classic directive, public procurement -based instruments to be used to achieve smart, sustainable and inclusive previous directive and introduction of a new one is explained by the necessity need to facilitate the participation of small and medium-sized enterprises Indications included in the preamble to the classic directive have their continuation in a normative part. Within its frames, the main place is taken --discrimination, transparency and proportion--international social law and international labour law 2 .
-
Uses of Social Clauses within Subject Requirements
--section 2 p.p.l., which implies it is forbidden to describe a public procurement subject-matter in a way which may hinder fair competition, as well as the norm from art. 29 section 3 of p.p.l. which includes prohibition of subjector a special process which characterizes products or services provided by a certain supplier, if it can lead to favouritism or elimination of some providers or their products. --tions which are an element of public procurement documentation prepared --42). In the directive it is stated that in case when compulsory requirements - In accordance with the content of the directive, employment and work are the society. That is why the role of sheltered workshops and of the subjects -ticipation of such subjects in procurement in normal competition conditions stipulate the necessity of contract realisation for the sheltered employment -of the disabled and disfavoured. the possibility to make a stipulation that the public contract may be awarded only to sheltered workshops and other contractors whose activity, or activity --personal freedom or released from prisons, who have problems with the employment, as well as the members of minority which is in an unfavourable situation, especially of national and ethnic minorities (Public procurement law, Art. 22 section 2). In accordance with provisions is necessary to analyse the feasibility of as "Guidelines for Social Life Cycle Assessment of Products" approved within Assessment of Products).
Use of Social Clauses in Offers Assessment Criteria
tions 3b-3d amended by p.p.l. Unfortunately, the content of the article does not refer to the social aspects.
Conclusions
---to describe a subject--contract realisation costs calculations. It means that social aspects remain a momentous, yet facultative premise of the optimisation of the public expenses within public contracts.
